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Julia Noordegraaf, Kathleen Lotze and Jaap Boter

Writing Cinema Histories with Digital 
Databases: The Case of Cinema Context1

Abstract

The increasing availability of films and cinema-related heritage in digital form, as well as the 

creation and use of structured datasets related to the contexts of film production, distribution 

and consumption, have invited the use of new, computational approaches for studying cinema 

and its history. In this article, we review the online database Cinema Context (www.cinemacon-

text.nl) and its impact on the study of historical film cultures. Cinema Context is a relational 

database and research instrument for studying the history of film culture in the Netherlands. 

After an introduction to Cinema Context and its position within the international research con-

text, we address its usage in order to discuss the opportunities and challenges of transforming 

a complex phenomenon such as Dutch film culture into structured data, and we reflect on its 

implications for film historical research.

KEYWORDS: Cinema Context; digital databases; cinema history; film exhibition; digital humanities 

The past decade has witnessed a growing interest in the application of computational research 

methods in the study of film as a cultural, social, and economic phenomenon. The increasing 

availability of films and cinema-related heritage in digital form, as well as the creation and use 

of structured datasets related to the contexts of film production, distribution and consumption, 

have invited the use of new, computational approaches for studying cinema and its history.2 

Experiments to date with computational research in film studies generally fall into two catego-

ries: those using computational tools for the stylistic analysis of film texts, and those involving 

social and economic historical research into the production, distribution and reception of 

cinema.3 The latter mirrors a shift in film studies from a focus on the analysis of the film text 

itself towards contextual factors in the production, circulation and consumption of films. 

The interest in more contextual approaches to the study of film started in the 1980s, and 

was partly inspired by Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery’s book Film History: Theory and 

Practice (1985).4 In this influential book, which continues to be used in many courses on film 

historiography, the authors propose theories and methods for extending the study of film his-

tory from aesthetics to the technological, economic and social contexts in which the medium 

evolved, presenting sample studies showing how all these factors are interconnected. More 

recently, the contextual approach has become institutionalised in the emergence of ‘New 

Cinema History’ as a strand in film historical research.5 

www.cinemacontext.nl
www.cinemacontext.nl
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Since the contexts in which films were produced, distributed and consumed have changed 

over time, scholars studying these dimensions of film history have to capture traces of objects, 

places, people, and events as documented in archival sources. The data thus collected are then 

stored in structured databases that can be consulted to identify the factors that explain the inter-

connected network of past cinema culture.6 These databases on cinema’s social, economic and 

cultural history can be combined with other types of data – for example, socio-demographic data 

that allow one to relate cinema programming to the social and demographic composition of a 

neighbourhood.7 In this sense, the contextual approach to cinema history allows scholars to 

involve more explanatory factors for understanding cinema culture in all its dimensions than 

before – a development that is further supported by the efforts of scholars and archives to pro-

vide these data in a linked data format, increasing the possibility to interlink and query struc-

tured datasets of different types and origin. 

The emergence of databases documenting the various dimensions of cinema cultures 

allows scholars to broaden the geographical and temporal scope of their research and the 

number of included explanatory variables, thus providing a more comprehensive view on the 

history of film as part of a broader cinema culture. At the same time, it also entails the need to 

bring in theoretical and methodological expertise from other disciplines. As Deb Verhoeven 

states in a paper on New Cinema History and the computational turn, the study of cinema cul-

tures with digital data and tools involves ‘a variety of fields including statistics, information 

management, geospatial science, computer science, applied mathematics, and economics.’8 

Each of these fields has its own methods that are informed by specific theoretical assumptions 

and thus have methodological and epistemological implications. As Johanna Drucker warns 

humanities scholars in her contribution to Debates in the Digital Humanities,

a host of protocols for information visualization, data mining, geospatial representa-

tion, and other research instruments have been absorbed from disciplines whose 

epistemological foundations and fundamental values are at odds with, or even hostile 

to, the humanities.9 

And, as Stephen Ramsay and Geoffrey Rockwell argue in the same volume, the digital artefacts 

built in the context of digital humanities research are theoretical, in the sense that they convey 

knowledge.10

The use of digital databases by film scholars for writing histories of cinema cultures, then, 

has implications for the knowledge produced. Before being able to assess the epistemological 

implications of this research practice, we first need to know how such databases are constructed 

and how they are used in the practice of film historical research. In this article, we present the 

results of an inventory of the use of digital databases in recent film historiography. We do so 

by  focusing on a specific case: the online database Cinema Context (www.cinemacontext.nl). 

Cinema Context provides contextual data to reconstruct and understand practices of film exhi-

bition, distribution and consumption which, in the view of its creator Karel Dibbets, constitute 

the ‘DNA of Dutch film culture.’11 In this study, we review Cinema Context and how it relates to, 

www.cinemacontext.nl
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and shapes, the study of historical film cultures. We discuss the opportunities and challenges of 

transforming a complex phenomenon such as Dutch film culture into structured data and 

reflect on its implications for film historical research methods and practices. 

Cinema Context is a relational database and research instrument and consists of four linked 

collections (on films, cinemas, people and companies) providing information on the distribu-

tion and exhibition of films at the level of individual cinemas in various cities, towns and vil-

lages in the Netherlands. Currently, it comprises structured data on 107,235 film programmes 

including 45,623 films screened in 1,646 cinemas in 400 cities, towns and villages.12 At pres-

ent, Cinema Context is the only publicly accessible database that lists nearly every film screen-

ing venue in the country from 1896 until the present day. Since its launch, it has been 

inspirational and also unparalleled worldwide in its capacity as both public film historical ency-

clopaedia and research tool for the exploration of local film exhibition, distribution and con-

sumption. It therefore offers a good point of departure to examine the opportunities and 

challenges of digital databases for data-driven historical explorations of the dynamics in local 

cinema cultures.

The article is divided into three parts. First, we introduce Cinema Context, including a brief 

description of its underlying architecture, as well as the sources used and the choices made 

when building the database. Also, we compare Cinema Context with examples of similar data-

bases from other countries in order to position Cinema Context in the context of a broader trend 

towards context-orientated, data-driven film historiography. The second part provides insights 

into the use of Cinema Context in twelve years of film historical research practice (from its 

launch in 2006 until recently). Dibbets identifies three types of usage the database facilitates: 

encyclopaedic use; ranking and counting; and more complex analyses, such as network analysis 

and statistical analysis.13 A survey of publications that report on usage of Cinema Context serves 

to investigate the extent to which these types of usage can be recognised in film historiographi-

cal practice. Our findings suggest that the database is mainly used for encyclopaedic use and for 

ranking and counting, which are types of usage that can be easily integrated into the hermeneu-

tic, interpretative method that traditionally characterises most humanities research. The use of 

Cinema Context data for quantitative studies that are more experimental in their design is still 

limited, which partly relates to the challenge of accessing the required technical and statistical 

expertise.14 In the third and final part, we reflect on the methodological implications of working 

with structured data in media historical research, comparing the actual use of the Cinema 

Context database with its potential for new directions in film historiography that employ com-

parative approaches and experimental research methods. 

A Contextual Approach to Cinema Culture

Over the past decade, the interest in broader, contextual approaches to the study of films has 

gained momentum with the emergence of what has been labelled ‘New Cinema History’, a 

subfield of film studies that focuses on social and economic factors shaping practices of film 
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exhibition, distribution and consumption.15 Building on insights of established research tra-

ditions, predominantly social and economic film history, New Cinema History shifted atten-

tion from the study of film texts to their contexts of circulation and consumption.16 This film 

historiographical shift coincided with the digital turn in the humanities, which constituted a 

fundamental change in access to sources and data as well as ways of collecting, storing, pre-

senting and analysing them.17 Digital collections and databases have been embraced by an 

increasing number of media scholars as welcome research instruments, stimulating and 

facilitating comparative research (interdisciplinary, international, longitudinal).

While collaboration with cultural heritage institutions, libraries and archives has resulted 

in broader access to collections and data (see Europeana as the most prominent example), 

thereby enhancing research possibilities, little attention has been paid to the collection and pre-

sentation of contextual information that links the cultural objects and artefacts. Yet, cultural 

objects are not produced, circulated and consumed in isolation. They are part of a ‘much wider 

“infrastructure” of the cultural and socio-economic context.’18 In addition, as cultural events, 

whether film screenings, theatre performances or concerts, cannot be preserved and stored as 

such – at least not in an unmediated way – they can only be historically reconstructed on the 

basis of residual contextual information.19 The online database Cinema Context is ‘a digital 

resource which aims to create exactly this form of contextual infrastructure for the history of 

film culture in the Netherlands.’20 

Cinema Context

The foundations for Cinema Context were laid in the late 1970s when historian Karel Dibbets 

was analysing chain formation in the Dutch cinema sector between 1928 and 1977.21 Drawing 

on membership lists from the Dutch cinema association Nederlandse Bioscoopbond (NBB22), 

he collected data on venues, people and companies, which he analysed by means of what was 

then the new method of social network analysis: using punch cards and computational calcu-

lation to deal with the enormous datasets he had created and to solve (at least some of) his 

questions.23 Within the framework of a large-scale research project funded by the Netherlands 

Organisation for Scientific Research, Dibbets, in collaboration with the library of the University 

of Amsterdam, developed a digital infrastructure and the Cinema Context website for acces-

sibility and expansion of the existing datasets, as well as for additional tutorials and maps. 

In  addition to the membership listings of the NBB mentioned above, records kept by the 

Netherlands Board of Film Censors (Centrale Commissie voor Filmkeuring) provided data on 

the films and advertisements in local newspapers for the film programmes. Moreover, the 

comprehensive archive of exhibitor and distributor Jean Desmet (1875–1956) yielded addi-

tional information on exhibition and distribution practices in the Netherlands during the first 

decades of the twentieth century.24

Cinema Context is a relational database, where four data collections – on films, cinemas, 

people and companies – constitute the ‘basic building blocks, the genes of film culture.’25 

The ‘Films’ collection contains data about the films themselves, such as their original and Dutch 

titles, year of production, country of origin and first rating by the Netherlands Board of Film 
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Censors. More specific details concerning film production are provided via corresponding links 

to the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), based on the premise that Cinema Context should not 

serve as a reproduction of IMDb, but as an addition.26 The ‘Cinemas’ collection comprises data 

of all cinemas in the Netherlands since 1900, with their opening and closing dates, addresses 

(including coordinates) and data relating to their management and architecture. The ‘People’ 

collection contains data relating to persons active in film exhibition and distribution in the 

Netherlands, including names of managers, shareholders, musicians, technicians and narrators, 

and their respective positions in companies related to film exhibition and distribution – data that 

in turn are documented in the final collection: ‘Companies’. In addition to these four collections, 

the website lists a tab to a fifth collection: ‘Programmes’. The information under this tab is com-

posed of data taken from the collections Films and Cinemas, and therefore is a composite data 

category. On the website, the five interconnected lists are marked in tabs with different colours 

and can be searched and explored via an online search interface (see Figure 1). Cinema Context 

also offers the possibility to save personal subsets of the data and download them as XML files. 

Although Cinema Context contains an extensive amount of data on the Dutch cinema landscape, 

parts of the collections are either geographically or temporally limited, mostly due to restricted 

availability of sources and capacities for data collection and management.27 

The choice of films, cinemas, people and companies as the basis for researching Dutch film 

culture implicitly positions practices of film exhibition and distribution as Cinema Context’s 

central aspects, rather than film production, form and content. The latter type of information, 

relating to the films themselves, can be combined with Cinema Context data indirectly via links 

to IMDb (see above). Cinema Context allows for the study of socio-economic processes and 

Figure 1. The coloured search tabs on the Cinema Context website each offer a tailor-made faceted search inter-

face for the individual lists of Films, Cinemas, Programmes, People, and Companies. Source: Cinema Context, 

accessed 15 March 2018, http://www.cinemacontext.nl/.

http://www.cinemacontext.nl/
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relations that mainly concern the supply side of film, placing film screening at its heart, as cir-

culation as well as consumption of films are bound to specific locations and moments. Questions 

relating to film demand and the ways in which the films were consumed (composition or taste 

preferences of the audience) can be induced implicitly from the data provided in Cinema 

Context: box office data and data about the composition of the audience in the Netherlands in 

the past are not included in the collection, but are presumed to be traceable through film pro-

gramming (as film supply can be considered an indication for demand).28 

As Cinema Context is designed as a relational database, the questions that can be addressed 

vary in complexity. Dibbets distinguishes three types of research questions for which the data-

base may be used.29 The first type relates to Cinema Context’s function as an encyclopaedia 

and primarily serves the identification and verification of historical facts, such as when and 

where a particular film was screened or who operated a particular cinema during a particular 

period. The second type concerns enquiries that involve the counting and ranking of ency-

clopaedic facts, such as ‘How long was Tarzan of the Apes screened in cinemas in Amsterdam?’ 

The third and most complex type of research questions relates to changing patterns and net-

works in film exhibition and distribution, including such examples as ‘Who were the key 

exhibitors in Rotterdam during the interbellum?’ The individual details of the encyclopaedia 

can be joined, regrouped and computed, opening the door to advanced analytical methods for 

researchers. Cinema Context thus supports both qualitative and quantitative research into 

Dutch cinema culture.

International Counterparts

At the time of its launch in 2006, Cinema Context was a pioneer in the online, open-access 

presentation of data related to the history of film exhibition and distribution.30 Since then, it has 

been regularly referred to by scholars as an exemplary research tool for contextual film historical 

research and inspirational for the creation of similar databases.31 While a number of film histor-

ical databases and collections containing structured data on film exhibition and distribution 

have since been created within the frameworks of academic research projects and non- academic 

initiatives worldwide, only a few of these data collections are accessible online or otherwise 

 publicly available. As many such research projects and initiatives are linked to particular (groups 

of) persons and institutions and lack resources necessary to maintain them once the projects 

have ended, they are often of a temporary nature. This contributes to a growing number of 

‘graveyards’ of cinema-related websites, which are no longer maintained and contain dead links. 

Not only does the temporary nature of many datasets pose an additional challenge for scholars 

in finding and using relevant datasets on cinema culture, it also points to the challenge of find-

ing sustainable solutions for data storage and curation. 

Given the scope of this article, it is not our intention to provide an exhaustive overview of all 

projects currently available online.32 Rather, based on an inspection of a selection of the most 

prominent databases that provide contextual information about film exhibition, distribution and 

reception and that are currently freely accessible online, we explore which types of databases 

there are, which kinds and numbers of data they contain and how they are organised, 
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thus providing insights into the ways in which they (implicitly) define local film culture. For this 

purpose, our focus is on databases dedicated to the collection and presentation of structured data 

relating to the historical contexts of film exhibition, distribution and consumption (exemplifying 

three major concerns within New Cinema History research). In addition, we concentrate on data-

bases with a provenance in academic research projects. One reason (emerging from a precursory 

exploration of twenty cinema-related databases in seven countries) is that they generally provide 

ample references and access to sources, often in the form of linked data. A second reason is that 

we can assume that the systematic collection of data is motivated by a specific research question. 

This helps us to gain insights into the different ways the databases (implicitly) define film culture 

and translate it into structured data. 

Although the databases share a common focus on local cinema history, they vary in content, 

scope, and accessibility. With regard to content, three aspects of local film culture figure prom-

inently in the databases: the film-screening venues, the film screenings, and cinemagoing expe-

riences. These three aspects have different weight in the databases. A database that, similar to 

Cinema Context, concentrates on data related to film-screening venues and film programming 

is the Cinema and Audiences Research Project (CAARP), providing access to structured data on 

venues and film programmes for a selection of periods and places in Australia.33 Other data-

bases, such as London’s Silent Cinemas and Early Cinemas in Scotland, focus primarily on 

information about the venues and their locations.34 A database that combines all three aspects 

(film-screening venues, film screenings, and cinemagoing experiences) is Cinematic Brno, 

which, in addition to information about venues and screenings, integrates experiences of cine-

magoing in the form of oral histories. It does so in two ways: first, by transforming demographic 

data of the respondents and thematically coded passages from the interviews into metadata 

according to which the interviews can be searched and grouped; and second, by linking named 

entities (such as stars and cinemas) in the interviews to the corresponding data in the exhibition 

and film programming database.35

Aside from their content, databases also vary in geographical and temporal scope. As shown 

above, Cinema Context covers data about venues on a national level spanning more than a cen-

tury, and is locally and temporally more limited for data on film programming (focusing on 

selected – larger – cities and roughly four decades). As we have observed, many cinema-related 

historical datasets are temporally and geographically limited and comprise structured data 

spanning a few decades and several places and regions in a particular country, such as Going to 

the Show (covering the US state of North Carolina),36 or the Australian Cinema Map (mapping 

the Australian film weekly Motion Picture Directory cinema data from 1948 through 1971).37 

At present, the Australian Kinomatics Global Movie Screenings Database is one of the excep-

tions, offering film screening data for all venues in 48 countries worldwide and box office data 

from December 2012 onwards.38

Finally, databases also differ in the ways in which they provide access to the datasets. 

Commonly, access to the datasets is facilitated via keyword or faceted search interfaces, often in 

combination with mapping tools that allow for other user interactions, like geovisualisation of 

the datasets. The Mapping Movies project, for example, uses a geographic information system 
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(GIS), allowing users to digitally explore local cinema history.39 In addition to search and map-

ping functions, data from Cinema Context can be downloaded for reuse. Closest to Cinema 

Context in this respect is the website of the Siegener Kino-Datenbanken: its design facilitates 

access to, and data extraction from, separate databases about films, film programmes and cine-

mas.40 However, because of dead links, it is very hard to search for or extract data from this 

database, which underlines the problem of sustaining the storage of and access to structured 

cinema datasets mentioned above. While direct online access to the datasets is not always pro-

vided, this is not to say that the data are not accessible at all: researchers are often willing to 

share and provide access to (parts of) the datasets, reflecting a trend towards open access and 

the sharing and exchange of data.41

What becomes clear from this first exploration and comparison of databases that provide 

contextual data about film exhibition, distribution and reception is that despite the different foci 

of the individual data collections, many of the databases share similar ways of defining film 

culture and transforming it into structured data. Like Cinema Context, they define films, venues, 

associated persons and companies as central aspects of local film culture, with the film screen-

ing at its heart. The notion of the film screening as the intersection of exhibition, distribution 

and consumption is based on the premise that the circulation and consumption of films are 

embedded in the specific socio-geographic and socio-economic contexts (such as consumption 

and recreational patterns, transport and urban infrastructure) of a particular place at a particular 

moment. This emphasis on place and space, in combination with the provision of search and 

mapping tools, mirrors the ‘spatial turn’ in the humanities and in film studies in particular.42

Cinema Context in Film Historical Research Practice

As indicated above, Dibbets distinguished three types of research for which a database centred on 

film screening locations and events such as Cinema Context may be employed: first, identifica-

tion and verification of historical facts (encyclopaedic use); second, counting and ranking of facts 

on who, what, when and where; and third, complex statistical analysis to detect patterns or net-

works in film exhibition, distribution and reception. In the following, we provide an inventory of 

the use of the database since its first launch in 2006. The analysis is based on two sources: statis-

tics of the web interface for Cinema Context and our own inventory of scholarly literature that 

reports on usage of Cinema Context. This analysis serves to assess the extent to which the three 

types of usage that Dibbets distinguishes can be recognised in practice, and which conclusions 

can be drawn for future perspectives on data-driven approaches to cinema historical research.

Usage of the Cinema Context Web Interface

The statistics for the Cinema Context website are provided by the Digital Production Centre 

(DPC) of the University Library Amsterdam (UBA), the organisation that hosts and maintains 

the database and web interface.43 The statistics are collected with the program Advanced Web 

Statistics (AWStats, version 7.0). However, we cannot precisely determine the reliability of this 
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program when it comes to excluding robots from the total number of unique users,44 and thus 

the following analysis serves as an indication of possible use rather than an analysis of actual use. 

Analysis of the user statistics for Cinema Context for the period 2011 (the first year for 

which complete user statistics are available) until 2017 (the last year for which we have com-

plete statistics) shows that the website attracts, on average, around 20,000 unique visitors per 

year, accounting for around 45,000 visits with an average duration of just over four minutes.45 

The duration of the visits is very skewed, with the majority (80%) lasting between zero and 

thirty   seconds. Since this is too short for a human user to meaningfully engage with the 

Cinema Context website, it might be expected that a significant number of the visits are by 

robots or web crawlers.46 If we start from the assumption that 80% of the unique visitors are 

bots, we can roughly estimate that the website attracts, on average, 4,000 unique human visi-

tors per year, accounting for around 9,000 visits ranging in duration from 30 seconds to over 

an hour. The majority of visits are from the Netherlands, as may be expected from a database 

on Dutch cinema culture. Besides the Netherlands, most visits to Cinema Context originate 

from other European countries, in particular from the neighbouring countries Germany, 

Belgium, the United Kingdom and France. 

The number of unique visitors and the number of visits has gradually increased over the 

past seven years (see Figure 2). It is not entirely clear who these visitors are. However, the statis-

tics do give a general impression of the purpose of their visits. A look at the list of keywords and 

key phrases used in search engines reveals that the majority are unique searches for specific 

film titles, cinema theatres or people or place names – suggesting an encyclopaedic use of the 

website.47 The list of keywords used in search engines in 2015, for example, is dominated by 

cities, such as The Hague (‘den’ and ‘haag’ jointly have 162 hits), Rotterdam (48 hits), and 

Amsterdam (45 hits), as well as the smaller town of Huissen (20 hits), suggesting a specific 

research interest in these local cinema cultures. The list of downloads shows that, on average, 

there are around 50 downloads per year of subsets from the five tables on films (in particular 

the Internet Movie Database film title IDs), cinemas, programmes, people and companies, 

Figure 2. Number of unique visitors and number of visits (×1,000) to www.cinemacontext.nl, 2011–2017. Source: 

Julia Noordegraaf (2018): Cinema Context web statistics 2011-2017.xlsx. figshare. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.

figshare.5972146.v1.

www.cinemacontext.nl
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5972146.v1
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5972146.v1
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jointly amounting to around 50KB per year. This relatively low number of downloads suggests 

that usage of the database for the third type of research, involving complex statistical analysis 

to  detect patterns or networks in film exhibition, distribution and reception, is not yet very 

widespread.

Literature Review

In order to examine the use of Cinema Context in research practice, we compiled a corpus of 

literature that reports on its usage of the database. A bibliographic search in various databases 

(JSTOR Data for Research, the FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals and EBSCO’s Film 

& Television Literature Index with Full Text) did not yield a comprehensive overview. This is 

due to the fact that the PhD theses and the Dutch journals in which research into Cinema 

Context data has been published are not indexed in these databases. Therefore, we hand-com-

piled an overview of journal articles, books and PhD dissertations that report on usage of 

Cinema Context. Many of these publications are related to research projects that have been 

presented at various events via the HoMER Network and, thus, are generally known in the 

cinema studies community.48 A search in Google Books and Google Scholar (with the query 

<cinemacontext.nl>) yielded an additional set of relevant publications, and Google Search 

(<“cinema context” database> and <“cinema in context” database>) provided a handful of 

others. This has resulted in a corpus of 76 texts, including 32 journal articles, 9 books (includ-

ing 3 published PhD theses), 30 book chapters and 5 PhD dissertations.49 Of these texts, 

47 have been written by Dutch researchers, which is not surprising considering the focus of 

the database on Dutch cinema culture.

Among the literature studied, most of the texts written by non-Dutch scholars refer to 

Cinema Context only in general terms, mentioning it as an example of emerging large-scale 

databases on cinema culture. An exception is a study by María Vélez-Serna on Scottish exhib-

itors in the 1910s, which used the database for an inventory of film lecturers active in the 

Netherlands – which is a clear example of counting (type two in Dibbets’ classification).50 In 

the publications that do report on actual usage of the Cinema Context data, encyclopaedic 

use is the most prominent category. This mostly concerns references to information on 

 specific films, cinemas, persons or companies, as in a study by Ferry de Goey on the ties 

between the Dutch and American film markets, for which he used the database to retrieve 

information on American movie studios.51 Occasionally, authors also refer to information 

contained in the censorship reports included in Cinema Context, in particular the original 

titles of the films.52

The second category of usage, counting and ranking of facts was harder to identify in 

the literature. We did encounter studies where Cinema Context is used for counting and 

ranking facts within one of its four collections: films, cinema theatres, people and compa-

nies. In most of these cases, Cinema Context data have been complemented with data from 

other (archival) sources. For example, Cinema Context has been used to count the amount 

of cinema theatres in a particular spatio-temporal context in order to assess the emergence 

and growth of cinema theatres in the Netherlands, as in the study by Judith Thissen, 
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Andre van der Velden and Thunnis van Oort that used Cinema Context data to map the geo-

graphical distribution of cinema theatres in the period 1910–1940.53 Another example is the 

use of the database to assess the origins of cinema theatre ownership, as Fransje de Jong has 

done for her PhD research on Jewish film and cinema entrepreneurs in the Netherlands 

before 1940.54 

In a similar vein, various scholars made use of the ‘programmes’ section of the Cinema 

Context website to count the number of screenings of a particular film in order to estimate a 

film’s popularity, or that of an actor who appeared in particular films, as Ansje van Beusekom 

did for her study on the films of the silent cinema star Asta Nielsen in the Netherlands in the 

1910s.55 This investigation involves an extra step, as it requires a combination of the program-

ming data with data from IMDb, as Cinema Context does not include information on the cast 

of the films screened. Nevertheless, it still belongs to the second type of usage – counting and 

ranking of facts – since it primarily involves creating lists (of the ten most popular films in the 

Netherlands before 1920, or the ten most popular films starring Nielsen).

In order to better understand the mechanisms underlying historical film distribution 

and consumption in all their complexities, various researchers have performed more 

advanced statistical analyses on a combination of different types of data in experimental 

research. These studies, in others words, may be seen as examples of the third category, 

involving multiple variables with the purpose of detecting correlations or causal relations. To 

our knowledge, there are very few examples of such studies based on Cinema Context data. 

The clearest examples of usage of this type that we found are all related to the research of 

Clara Pafort-Overduin, who, together with John Sedgwick and/or Jaap Boter, performed a 

cluster analysis of programming data from Cinema Context and Pafort-Overduin’s own data-

base in order to determine the  popularity of Dutch films screened in cinema theatres in 22 

Dutch cities and towns during 1934–1936.56 Similarly, studies by the same researchers on 

film distribution combine Cinema Context data on cinema theatres and their location with a 

number of other data to detect and explain patterns in the way cinema found its place in 

culture and society.57 

Taken together, the analysis of the web statistics and the literature seems to suggest that, 

currently, the opportunities of Cinema Context for film historical research are not all exploited 

to the same extent. The majority of publications either refer to the database in passing or cite it 

as a source for specific facts, thus using it in its encyclopaedic capacity. In addition, the database 

is used by a smaller group in a ‘descriptive’ way for the creation of lists of facts on the number 

of screenings of specific films or the number of cinemas owned by a specific group of entrepre-

neurs. Finally, we identified a small group of researchers who employ the database to perform 

more complex statistical analyses of data related to film distribution and consumption. The 

number of publications that mention the database and the growing number of visits in the past 

decade suggest that Cinema Context is a well-known database frequently used in studies that 

integrate facts on specific films, cinemas and people in qualitative studies on specific cinema 

cultures. At the same time, as Cinema Context was initially set up as a tool to also facilitate more 

large-scale, experimental digital scholarly research, the fact that the utilisation of Cinema 
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Context is mainly restricted to fact-finding and descriptive ranking and counting signals that it 

is not yet used to its full potential.58 In the third and final part, we reflect on this discrepancy and 

its possible causes. 

Methodological Implications

When looking at the user profiles that emerge from the literature review, we can clearly see that 

besides the ‘traditional historian’,59 who uses Cinema Context primarily as an encyclopaedia, 

quite a few scholars can be qualified as ‘digital explorers’, who are interested in using Cinema 

Context to explore and answer more complex research questions yet may not be able to make 

sense of the data without the help of a statistician or programmer. A third type of user, who may 

be described as the ‘digital native’ and is equipped with sufficient computational expertise to 

build more complex queries and work directly with the raw data, does not really seem to exist 

yet among film history scholars working with Cinema Context.60

The limited usage of Cinema Context for more complex analyses can be explained by the 

nature of the database itself. Notwithstanding its comprehensive, national and longitudinal scope, 

the data in Cinema Context are far from complete and thus not fully representative of Dutch 

cinema culture. As Clara Pafort-Overduin pointed out, the database contains programming data 

of films screened before 1940 in cinemas in four larger cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The 

Hague and Groningen. In order to generate a representative dataset for the popularity of Dutch 

films in the period 1934–1936, therefore, she created a dataset herself, with programming data of 

eighteen other smaller cities across the country.61 Another element is a perceived lack of transpar-

ency of the origin of the data. Recognising Cinema Context’s potential for quantitative analysis, 

Judith Thissen, Thunnis van Oort and André van der Velden warn that because the sources used 

for the data collection are ‘rarely clearly mentioned’, statistical operations on these data may give 

a wrong impression. They illustrate this with reference to the fact that the sharp increase in the 

number of cinemas in 1928, besides demonstrating an actual, explosive growth, may also be 

somewhat the result of a new, nationwide registration system for cinema permits.62 

Quantitative analyses based on structured data involve methods and techniques with which 

not all film historians are familiar. Cinema historians see the advantages of these computational 

approaches, but they do not all possess the required knowledge and skills to adopt them, or do 

not have access to this expertise in collaborations with scholars from other domains. As a con-

sequence, the use of structured databases such as Cinema Context, rather than capitalising on 

the opportunities of large-scale databases to test hypotheses by detecting correlations or causal 

relations between variables based on empirical evidence, often remains on an exploratory, 

descriptive level. An example is the 2009 study by Judith Thissen, Thunnis van Oort and André 

van der Velden on the relatively restricted cinema market in the Netherlands in the period 

1910–1940, for which they compared the geographical spread of cinemas with maps of the reli-

gious orientation of the population across the country. Starting from the assumption that there 

must be a correlation between the location of cinemas and the religious orientation of the local 
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communities, the authors used Cinema Context to map and analyse the geographical spread of 

all cinemas in the period between 1910 and 1940, and manually compared this overview to 

maps of religious orientation in the period 1920–1930. On the basis of this exploratory research, 

they concluded that, contrary to what Karel Dibbets had previously stated, religious orientation 

of local and regional communities was one of the factors that influenced the acceptance of film 

and cinema.63 In principle, this study aims to conduct research of the more complex type of 

analysis that Dibbets identified: to combine different datasets to detect and explain the relation 

between different variables in order to identify patterns. At the same time, since the comparison 

is conducted manually, these relations are established rather intuitively and are largely based on 

counting and ranking. 

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned limitations of the database, Cinema Context does 

allow for the more comprehensive, empirically supported understanding of complex relations, 

providing insight, for instance, into the reasons for the relatively restrained Dutch cinema 

market. An example is the study by John Sedgwick, Clara Pafort-Overduin and Jaap Boter in 

which they used Cinema Context data in combination with other data to explain the restrained 

Dutch cinema market in the 1930s.64 Analysing, among others, the market share of films cen-

sored by the Catholic Film Centre (KFC), using programming data from Cinema Context and 

Pafort-Overduin’s own dataset in combination with Sedgwick’s POPSTAT method for establish-

ing the relative popularity of films, they conclude that ‘it would appear that Dutch censorship 

legislation, not dissimilar to that which existed elsewhere in the developed world at the time, 

made little impact on the demand for films in the Netherlands’ (with only about 5% of films 

submitted to the censorship not receiving release certificates).65 Combining the programming 

data with censorship data and more macro-economic data on consumer expenditure on going 

to the cinema, and joining their expertise in film history, economic history and statistics, they 

are able to provide a thorough, empirically supported basis for explaining the restrained Dutch 

cinema market in terms of causes and effects. At the same time, such an approach requires 

much more statistical expertise than the average humanities scholar possesses, or can organise. 

It also introduces entirely new theoretical and methodological paradigms, for which new inter-

pretative frameworks are needed. As Charles Acland and Eric Hoyt point out in The Arclight 

Guidebook to Media History and the Digital Humanities, ‘It is not enough to develop technical 

processes and user interfaces to explore media history’s data. What is equally important, if not 

more so, is to develop interpretive frameworks for analysing the results.’66 

Besides getting acquainted with new methods and collaborating with experts from other 

disciplines, training, practice and technical support is needed for researchers to use the oppor-

tunities of structured databases for answering questions of the third, most complex type. 

Cinema Context partly meets this need by offering support via a ‘frequently asked questions’ 

section and tutorials focused on typical film historical research questions.67 In addition, 

hands-on workshops offer opportunities for researchers to test and experiment the research 

affordances of the database, where they not only train and enhance their technical skills and 

knowledge, but can also apply it to their own research questions.68 Furthermore, Cinema 

Context is increasingly used by information retrieval specialists and entrepreneurs in the 
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creative industries to design applications that demonstrate its wider public appeal, such as 

linking the Cinema Context data on Amsterdam to Wikipedia entries on the films, including 

the opportunity to view some of the films that were screened in the Amsterdam cinemas.69 At 

the same time, there is still room to improve access to the data and to update the tutorials to 

further support ‘digital explorers’ in seizing the opportunities of the database for more large- 

scale types of research, which allow for the identification of patterns and causes that are not 

visible when surveying data manually. 

Explicit remarks about the way Cinema Context should evolve in the future in order to 

improve as a research tool were sparse in the reviewed literature. In addition to the comments 

about a more extensive geographical coverage and more transparency regarding data prove-

nance, beta testers of Cinema Context indicated that the database provides a good basis but 

should ideally be used in combination with other sources and data to allow for more complex 

analyses.70 In their view, the database should inspire the creation of internationally comparative 

film history databases based on the same data model.

New Directions

The emergence of New Cinema History, with its focus on the location in which cinema distri-

bution, exhibition and consumption takes place, entailed an increasing number of local case 

studies and related structured datasets. This first phase, which focused on microhistories of 

specific locations, has laid the foundations for a next phase, in which the various datasets are 

integrated and used for more large-scale, comparative approaches.71 Given its relatively simple 

design, and allowing for the performance of various types of analyses (both qualitative and 

quantitative), Cinema Context could provide a model for collecting and organising the data 

required for international comparative research into cinema culture, either by expanding the 

dataset itself with similar data from other countries, or by facilitating the interoperability of  dif-

ferent databases. Joseph Garncarz’s publication Wechselnde Vorlieben: Über die Filmpräferenzen 

der Europäer, 1896–1939 (2015) might be considered as an example of the kind of research that 

then would become possible. Partly also drawing on data from Cinema Context, Wechselnde 

Vorlieben is the most recent and most ambitious example of international comparative research, 

where data from different countries are compared within one research project – in this case, 

about changing film preferences in eight European countries.72 Other recent initiatives, includ-

ing the CINEMAPS research project, the European Cinema Audiences research project and the 

Cinema Ecosystem infrastructure project, which plan to adopt the Cinema Context data model 

for their own purposes, mirror this trend towards comparative research, where similar datasets 

are compared in order ‘to understand larger trends, factors or conditions explaining differences 

and similarities in cinema cultures.’73 Such larger trends in the data can only be made visible 

in research that employs more large-scale, quantitative methods. In turn, the patterns identi-

fied can then be interpreted with more focused, qualitative case studies.

The systematic collection of data for different countries to enable cross-national research is 

promising yet requires agreement on models and standards for data collection, and the need 

for sustainable storage and infrastructure is equally important. As we have addressed above, 
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the databases are prone to obsolescence due to ceased maintenance. Proper data storage and 

infrastructure along with editorial responsibility requires financial means and organisational 

infrastructure, which for Cinema Context is ensured by hosting it at a university library and by 

relocating editorial responsibility to an institutional research centre. Collaboration with other 

scholars in international networks and with research infrastructures such as DARIAH might 

further support the creation of interoperable, sustainable data repositories for film culture.74 

A second trend is towards interdisciplinary research – comparing data on cinema with data 

on other creative and/or performative industries, such as theatre, music and publishing. While 

the mutual interdependence of different recreational sectors and the need for interdisciplinary 

approaches to cultural historical research has long been emphasised,75 truly comparative 

research is still scarce, partly due to the incompatibility of data but also because of the tendency 

of scholars to stay within the boundaries of their own discipline.76 In this context, it could actu-

ally be the emergence of a growing number of performing arts-related databases that drives 

scholars towards more interdisciplinary scholarship.77 

Conclusion

The concurrence of the recent historiographical shift in cinema studies towards contextual 

approaches of film exhibition and consumption, and the digital turn in the humanities in gen-

eral, is providing scholars with new research methods and tools. This has led to a fundamental 

change in the way data are collected, stored and made accessible, thereby enhancing opportuni-

ties for research of complex cultural-historical phenomena such as the exhibition and consump-

tion of film and other forms of spectacular culture. Cinema Context was designed as a research 

instrument to meet the high standards of such research by facilitating investigations at different 

levels of complexity. However, as our investigation of the ways in which Cinema Context is used 

in film historical research has shown, the database’s potential has yet to be fully exploited.

There are various reasons for the lack of uptake of Cinema Context’s affordances among film 

scholars. The first one is historiographical. The quantifying nature of databases easily gives the 

impression of completeness of sources and data, which hides a more complex reality. As we have 

shown, in the case of Cinema Context, researchers often complement the data with external 

datasets, whether existing or self-created. This calls for transparency concerning the composition 

of the datasets. In order to allow for an adequate estimation of the ‘completeness’ of the data, the 

creators of such databases have to clearly explain how the data were collected and on which 

underlying principles of selection and presentation they are based.78 In addition, on the side of 

the researcher, it requires critical awareness of the origins and composition of digital databases 

for media-historical research and the implications thereof for interpreting the findings. 

Second, as suggested by our analysis of the usage of Cinema Context, researchers inter-

ested in the history of local film culture might lack the digital and statistical skills to engage with 

a database like Cinema Context in experimental research designs that allow identification of 

patterns that cannot be observed with qualitative methods. In the case of digital explorers who 
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are open to experimenting with advanced technologies but do not always know how, this calls 

for collaboration but also for individual support – for instance, in the form of frequently asked 

question pages, tutorials and workshops or teaching sessions, offering a space where tools and 

methods can be tested and enhanced. 

Finally, there are also methodological-technical challenges regarding the creation of digital 

databases to meet the standards of new trends in research. Specifically, this concerns questions 

of integrating different datasets to allow for cross-national, cross-sectoral, and cross-temporal 

comparisons. In addition to developing clear methodological frameworks and harmonising 

data, this requires interdisciplinary collaboration and exchange of ideas on a regular basis, as 

well as safeguarding the interoperability of existing databases. 

Besides serving as inspiration for the creation of new or similar models of digital databases 

for cinema historical research, Cinema Context can also serve as an example that helps to reflect 

on, and enhance, the ways in which complex cultural-historical phenomena can be translated 

into machine-readable information. By casting films, cinemas, associated persons and compa-

nies as the building blocks of film culture, Cinema Context makes it possible to study their 

relations as networks and to reconstruct changes and patterns in which films were circulated 

and consumed in the past. This and similar databases thus help us to think about the ways his-

torical events and actions are encoded and subsequently made accessible, and how this impacts 

our interpretation of these events and actions and thus our understanding of larger media- 

historical processes.
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